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were acknowledged as brazen lies. The revolt was characterized
as a ‘White Guard plot’, this despite the fact that the great
majority of Communist Party members in Kronstadt joined the
sailors—precisely as Communists—denouncing the party leaders
as betrayers of the October Revolution. As Robert Vincent
Daniels observes in his study of Bolshevik oppositional
move
•l>;
ments: ‘Ordinary Communists were indeed so unreliable . . .
that the government did not depend upon
•x
them, either in
the assault on Kronstadt itself or in keeping order in Petrograd,
where Kronstadt’s hopes for support chiefly rested. The main
body of troops employed were Chekists and officer cadets from
Red Army training schools. The final assault on Kronstadt
was led by the top officialdom of the Communist Party—a large
group of delegates at the Tenth Party Congress was rushed
from Moscow for thi§ purpose.
’ So weak was the regime
•It
internally that the elite had to do its own dirty work.
Even more significant than the Kronstadt revolt was the strike
movement that developed among the Petrograd workers, a
movement that sparked the uprising of the sailors. Leninist
histories do not recount this critically important development.
The first strikes broke out in the Troubotchny factory on
February 23, 1921. Within a matter of days, the movement
swept in one factory after another until, by February 28. the
famous Putilov works—the ‘crucible of the Revolution’—went
on strike. Not only were economic demands raised but workers
raised distinctly political ones, anticipating all the demands that
were to be raised by the Kronstadt sailors a few days later.
On February 24, the Bolsheviks declared a ‘state of siege' in
Petrograd and arrested the strike leaders, suppressing the workers’
demonstrations with officer cadets. The fact is that the Bolsheviks
did not merely suppress a ‘sailors’ mutiny’; they crushed by
armed force the working class itself. It was at this point
that
•It
Lenin demanded the banning of factions in the Russian Com
munist Party. Centralization of the party was now complete—
and the way was paved for Stalin.
We have discussed these events in detail because they lead to
a conclusion that our latest crop of Maxist-Leninists tend to
avoid: the Bolshevik Party reached its maximum degree of
centralization in Lenin’s day not to achieve a revolution or
suppress a White Guard counter-revolution, hut to effect a
counter-revolution of its own against the very social forces it
professed to represent. Factions were prohibited and a mono
lithic party created not to prevent a ‘capitalist restoration’ but
to contain a mass movement of workers for soviet democracy
and social freedom. The Lenin of 1921 stood opposed
•It
to the
Lenin of October 1917.
Thereafter, Lenin simply floundered. This man who, above
all others, sought to anchor the problems of his party in social
contradictions, found himself literally playing an organizational
‘numbers game' in a last-ditch attempt to arrest the very
bureaucratization he had himself created. There is nothing more
pathetic and tragic than Lenin's last years. Paralyzed by a
simplistic body of Marxist formulas, he can think of no better
countermeasures than organizational ones. He proposes the
formation of the Workers’ and Peasants’ Inspection to correct
bureaucratic deformations in the Party and State—which body
falls under Stalin’s control and become highly bureaucratic in
its own right. Lenin then suggests that the size of the Workers
Workers'’
and Peasants' Inspection be reduced and that it be merged
with the Control Commission. He advocates enlarging the Central
Committee. Thus it rolls along: this body to be enlarged, that
one to be merged with another, still a third to be modified or
abolished. The strange ballet of organizational forms continues
up to his very death, as though the problem could be resolved
by organizational means. As Mosche Lewin, an obvious admirer
of Lenin, admits: the Bolshevik leader ‘approached the problems
of government more like a chief executive of a strictly “elitist”

turn of mind. He did not apply methods of social analysis to
the government and was content to consider it purely in terms
of organizational methods.’

Means Replaced Eads
If it is true that in the bourgeois revolutions that ‘phrase went
beyond the content’, in the Bolshevik revolution the forms
replaced the content. The soviets replaced the workers and
their factory committees, the Party replaced the soviets, the
Central Committee replaced the Party, and the Political Bureau
replaced the Central Committee, In short, means replaced
ends. This incredible substitution of form for content is one
of the most characteristic traits of Marxism-Leninism. In France,
during the May-June events, all the Bolshevik organizations were
prepared to destroy the Sorbonne student assembly in order
to increase their influence and membership. Their principal
concern was not for the revolution or the authentic social forms
created by the students, but the growth of their own parties.
In the United States, an identical situation exists in PL’s
relationship with SDS.
Only one force could have arrested the growth of bureaucracy
in Russia: a social force. Had the Russian proletariat and
peasantry succeeded in increasing the domain of self-management
through the development of viable factory committees, rural
communes, and free soviets, the history of the country might
have taken a dramatically different turn. There can be no
question that the failure of socialist revolutions in Europe after
the First World War led to the isolation ’ of the revolution in
Russia. The material poverty of Russia, coupled with the
pressure of the surrounding capitalist world, clearly militated
against the development of a consistently libertarian, indeed, a
socialist society. But by no means was it ordained that Russia
had to develop along state capitalist lines; contrary to Lenin’s
and Trotsky’s expectations, the revolution was defeated by
internal forcej, not by the invasion of armies from abroad.
Had the movement from below restored the initial achieve
ments of the revolution in 1917, a multi-faceted social structure
might have developed, based on workers’ control of industry,
on a freely developing peasant economy in agriculture, and on
a living interplay of ideas, programmes, and political movements.
At the very least, Russia would have not been imprisoned in
totalitarian chains and Stalinism would not have poisoned the
world revolutionary movement, paving the way for fascism
and World War II.
The development of the Bolshevik Party, however, precluded
this development, Lenin’s or Trotsky’s ‘good intentions’ aside,
By destroying the power of the factory committees in industry
and by crushing the Makhnovtsy, the Petrograd workers, and
the Kronstadt sailors, the Bolsheviks virtually guaranteed the
triumph of the Russian bureaucracy over Russian society. The
centralized party—a completely bourgeois institution—became
the refuge of counter-revolution in its most sinister form. This
was the covert counter-revolution that draped itself in the red flag
and the terminology of Marx. Ultimately, what the Bolsheviks
suppressed in 1921 was not an ‘ideology’ or a ‘White Guard
conspiracy’, but an elemental struggle of the Russian people
to free themselves of their shackles and take control of their
own destiny. For Russia, this meant the nightmare of Stalinist
dictatorship: for the generation of the *Thirties it meant the
horror of fascism and the treachery of the Communist Parties
in Europe and the United States.
Reprinted from Anarchos, May, 1969.
The whole article has been reprinted
by the Libertarian Students Federation
in their pamphlet Listen, Marxist!
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Students for u Stu n s
>

IT SEEMS to be finalized: Students for a Democratic Society
* (SDS), the cutting-edge of the Movement in America, the
mass organization (somewhere between 45,000 and 80,000 people:
depending on whose statistics you happen to believe in) of the
New Left in America, the working-coalition of the revolutionary
Left in America: SDS has been fragmented and dogmatized and
ossified. The Maoists (PL: for Progressive Labor Party) and the
New Stalinists (several varieties, amalgamated into RYM: for
Revolutionary Youth Movement) have succeeded at last in cul
minating two years of factional combat. RYM have excom
municated PL, and PL have excommunicated RYM (for historical
precedents: please consult a textbook of medieval history, The
Great Schism of the Western Church). All other tendencies
within SDS have been victimized in the process (or soon will be)
and must obediently accept the power-manipulations of one elite
or the other ... or else face expulsion on grounds of ‘Anti
Communism’.
Two years ago, many Anarchists in this country were in agree
ment that it was desirable and necessary that we co-operate in
an attempt to build a Coalition of the revolutionary L,cft. SDS
seemed to provide the most practical and principled organiza
tional-base for such a coalition. Originally, SDS was founded
in the old days of the CR movement by a bunch of dewy-eyed
Liberals, ritualistic Social Democrats, and unregenerated Anar
chists. The Liberals furnished the vision, the Social Democrats
provided the driving force, and the Anarchists concocted the
organizational conception (decentralization, local autonomy) and

the style. But, two years ago, SDS was transformed into a
Coalition of the revolutionary Left (the New Leninists, the New
Trotskyists, the Maoists, the Anarchists, the Marxist-Humanists,
the Guevarists, the castrati, various independent types of revo
lutionary socialists, etc., etc.): the organizational conception and
style remained unchanged; the vision and the driving force were
altered: no longer meliorism, but revolutionary socialism.
On our part: we Anarchists were of the opinion that the only
basis for such a Coalition had to be a freely-accepted and open
agreement, that the nature and direction of the Coalition had to
be undogmatic and non-rigidified and experimental, that the atti
tude and style of the Coalition had to be free-wheeling, and that
the form of the Coalition had to be decentralized and noncoercive. We were of the opinion that there were important
priorities: direct action against the weakest manipulatory institu
tions of the American Leviathan, and the organization of a mass
movement preparing to crush Capitalism and dostroy the Govern
ment (the Empire: economic and political). As to factional
combat: we were of the opinion that if it wasn’t irrelevant . . .
it was certainly dysfunctional. We were of the opinion that
non-exclusionism as policy would prevent the disasters of previous
Revolutions: that the Coalition could survive only as long as
every tendency was free to follow their own programmatic con
ceptions and no group was placed in the position of being forced
to compromise principles.
What was the result? Did we expect too much? Were we
impractical? I don’t think so. The result of our informational
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agitation and resistance organizing, the result of community RYM and PL do not even respect their own Divine Abstractions:
alternatives and offensives against the pig-power, the result of they change absurdities, they switch absurdities, they conveniently
direct action against the most blatant aspects of coercion, mili forget previous absurdities, they even exchange absurdities. Thus,
tarization, and racism by the Establishment (the Corporations, for PL. the ideology of PL is important only in what it is used for.
especially, and the Universities): the result of our thinking, our And, for RYM, the ideology of RYM is important only in what it is
analysis, and our activity: THE YEAR OF BLOOD, from the used for. Honest and valid analysis is ignored: for them, there
Insurrection at Columbia to the Battle of Berkeley. The attempt is no unity of thought and action.
on the part of the Establishment to create a new, managerialist
According to PL (the Maoists), the Progressive Labor Party
class (as a first stage in the process of transforming Monopoly- is the One, Holy, Catholic and Apostolic Vanguard Party: it is
Capitalism into Technology Capitalism) has been seriously sabo the only Vanguard Party: it is the True VanguSrd Party. PL
taged if not hopelessly prevented. Huge segments of the raw believe that historical inevitability has been revealed to them
material for this new class have revolted (from San Francisco through divinely-inspired Sacred Scripture: the Old Testament
State College to Harvard and the University in Madison) and the (the writings of Marx and Lenin), the Apocrypha (the writings of
Hayakawa methodology of discipline and the Morrill Hall Trotsky), and the New Testament (the writings cf Mao Tse-tung).
Doctrine of (Corporate Liberal) pre-emptive co-optation have PL believe that Sacred Scripture must be read in a literal manner
failed. We have won for ourselves a breathing space: time to (which means: subjectively). PL believe that Mao Tse-tung has
expand and escalate both creative and classical approaches to come to save mankind from the wages of sin. PL believe that
revolutionary activity and organization. We have grown up at Stalin was sent to make ready the way of Mao. According to
last: we are no longer a movement of vague, utopianistic senti PL, the Working Class is the pillar of the heavens and the earth:
mentality, we are no longer a movement of self-righteous, smug, the Working Class is perfect, the Working Class is all-virtuous,
moralistic indignation, we are no longer a movement of spastic the Working Class is good; there is no racism in the Working
and occasional activity; we have transformed ourselves into a Class, there are no flaws or personal faults in the Working Class,
movement of conscious revolutionary activity, we have trans the Working Class is beautiful. In short, for PL. the Working
formed ourselves into a movement of conviction and wilfulness, Class is not a poor and powerless socio-economic caste situated
we have transformed ourselves into a movement of struggle for at the point of production, the Working Class is nothing more
a liberatory society. The unity of thought and action: this has than a subjective abstraction. This reaches the level of ludicrous
been the basis of our self-transformation. Our actions have been ness when young Harvard PLers dress in the costume of the
constant and continuous: we have not dissolved our energies in workers on weekends and fervently profess to be automatically
a single uprising; but, on the contrary, each new uprising has part of the Working Class. PL rejects anyone who thinks that
created the impulsive thrust of the next. Our actions have been the black liberation movement is a unique aspect of the Revolu
educative: but they have not been symbolic. They have been tion in America. PL believe that the Last Judgement will occur
concrete. The Movement in America, during the last year, has only after ‘the Working Class’ has been solidly organized within
constituted itself as a serious threat to the survival of the the One. True Vanguard Party. At that time, Mao Tse-tung
military-industrial complex.
will lead the saved souls into the New Jerusalem: or something
like that: maybe.
According to RYM (the Leninist-Stalinists: the New Stalinists),
the Reyolutionary Youth Movement is the elite of the future
Marxist-Leninist Party. RYM believe that historical inevitability
However: the time has now come when we must re examine has demonstrated itself in the Third World: the movements of
our situation and clarify our thinking. If we do not, then the colonial rebellion and national liberation. RYM believe that we
fragmentation that PL and RYM have succeeded temporarily in have entered the final stage of class struggle: the class struggle
forcing on SDS . . . will develop into a general ossification of has been ‘internationalized’. Consequently, for them, it is irre
the Movement, an artificial sectarianism or a wishy-washy opti levant to have anything to do with the Working Class at home,
mistic smugness. Some of us have kept quiet for too long. After it is irrelevant to prepare for a Social Revolution at home, it is
all, we were told: shut up! don’t do the Man’s work for him! irrelevant to do anything constructive at home. RYM believe
keep quiet! And, after all, some of us did not want to appear that the primary task of a revolutionary youth movement in
as if we were disrupting our own organization, some of us did America is to support the struggles of the Third World: the
not want to provide any ammunition to the parties of the Right movements of colonial rebellion and national liberation. RYM
in their constant and increasing attacks against SDS, some of us believe that the Vanguard Party of the ‘internationalized’ class
did not want to have anything to do with evidence against our struggle is that of Ho Chi Minh (cf., the Government in Hanoi
brothers in the Movement before the Judiciary (the divine liturgy and the National Liberation Front). RYM believe that the
of Law and Order). But: self-imposed censorship is a fraud. Internationalized Vanguard Party will bring Imperial America
Whatever damage and danger it was supposed to prevent: has to its knees. RYM believe that all actions at home must be cal
already been committed against us.
culated to cause as much internal damage to the Empire as is
If I have learned any lesson within the last three months, it is possible. RYM believe that the black struggle in America is
simply that honesty is no threat to socialism (at least the liber nothing more than the revolt of a colony against the Mother
tarian variety: the functional, joyous, personalized, delirious, Country, the White Mother Country. RYM have solemnly pro
sexualized community of the Anarchists) and that by maintaining claimed the Black Panther Party to be the Vanguard Party of the
our critical convictions, our reasonable commitments, our scep- black national liberation movement; a few nasty blacks (ignorant
tical attitude, and our libertarian principles, we are more likely petit-bourgeoisie: obviously) have suggested that this is just anto prevent than cause sectarianism. What was described
other example of racist paternalism, that the black liberation
•i*:< as self
imposed censorship was not self-imposed: it was not voluntary, movement is perfectly capable of creating its own leadership, that
it was not reasonable, it was not practicable. It was imposed on the black community is capable of fighting for the Revolution
pain of public opinion by the National Office (controlled by without being manipulated. RYM have attacked these miserable,
RYM). It was part of a plan of manipulation. It was part of a nasty blacks. RYM believe that 'good' black leaders must be
struggle for power.
•it
The time has come when we must examine supported and that ‘bad’ black leaders must be fought: a ‘good’
our situation and actively criticize the mistakes of the past few black leader is not someone who fights the Establishment, resists
months. We must rescue our revolutionary potential from the oppression, and struggles to build initiative, independence, and
wreckage of SDS.
social justice in and for his people; a ‘good’ black leader is some
The yellow press has concocted the myth that the fragmentation one who has the CORRECT opinions about historical inevitability.
of SDS (Two, Three, Many SDSes’) by PL and RYM was caused RYM believe that the Revolution will occur in America only after
by a clash of ideologies: the beliefs of one side antagonizing the Ho Chi Minh’s army has been victorious. RYM believe that: every
other, the slogans of one side betraying the other, the scheming day, in every way, Ho Chi Minh’s army is doing better and better,
of one side outdoing the other, the Utopia of one side repulsed RYM believe that Ho Chi Minh’s military adventures have been
by the other. As is usual with the yellow press, they had part concretely and objectively successful: RYM believe that Ho-Ho-Ho’s
of the picture: the smaller part. Though it is true that there was English language publications must be interpreted subjectively
a clash of opinions (for the last two years) between PL and RYM (which means: read in a literal manner). According to RYM, after
(prior to the Convention: known as ‘the National Collective’), the White Mother Country of the American Empire has been totally
primarily centred around definitions of ‘imperialism’, ‘racism’, destroyed by the black colony and the Third World and the
‘working class’, etc., this was only a symptom of the disease.
Revolutionary Youth Movement (inspired by all sorts of groovyActually, the ideologies of PL and the National Collective hip cult customs), Ho Chi Minh from above will lead the faithful
(RYM) are nothing more than two collections of absurdities, remnant into the end of history: the Golden Paradise. RYM,
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of course, will provide the elite-party for the Utopian MarxistLeninist Government.

Subjective Abstraction
The ideology of PL is entirely based upon a subjective abstrac
tion: if we have the correct attitudes about the Working Class
and the Vanguard Party of the Movement, the Vanguard Party
of the Working Class: then we will be successful. This is abso
lute subjectivism. Plato would be jealous; Bakunin (and Marx)
would be dismayed if^not terrified. PL are not revolutionary
socialists: they are an extreme type of irrational liberalism. On
the contrary, the ideology of RYM is entirely based upon a sub
jective abstraction: if we have the correct attitudes about the
Third World and the black colony and historical inevitability and
Ho Chi Minh and the Revolutionary Youth Movement: then we
will be successful. This is absolute subjectivism. Plotinus and
St. Augustine would be impressed; Kropotkin would only vomit.
RYM are not revolutionary socialists: they are an extreme type
of irrational liberalism. But, after all. neither RYM nor PL are
particularly concerned about consistency and valid analysis. Thus,
for PL, the ideology of PL is important only in what it is used
for; and, for RYM, the ideology of RYM is important only in
what it is used for: a struggle for power, a battle to control the
Movement. Now we have been brought down to it: expediency
as means and end.
Last year, the National Collective (so-called because they
control most of the national and, to a great extent, regional
leadership positions of SDS) convened a National Council of
SDS in Austin, Texas. A National Council is a periodic gather
ing of representatives of the local chapters to determine policy
on urgent, immediate, and important matters between the annual
Conventions. However: there were several peculiarities about
the Austin NC. Firstly, Austin is a highly remote place, most
delegates would have difficulty in getting there, only those with
independent sources of money could do so with ease. This
instantly excluded most of the far-Left: we are not noted for our
ability to waste finances, and most of us were involved in local
struggles at the time. Secondly, there was even confusion about
this location: word was sent out that the location had been
changed; then, word was sent out that the location had not been
changed. Thirdly, no one was quite sure as to what was on the
agenda. Fourthly, even if anyone had known what was on the
agenda, it would have done little good, the NC had been called
at such short notice that there was no time for adequate dis
cussion and decision by the local chapters. Thus, the NC opened
at Austin with a manipulated assembly of delegates: with only a
vague impression of the intent and purpose of this meeting,
and inadequate and indecisive instructions from the grass-roots
membership of the organization, and the non-existence of the
sceptical balance provided by the far-Left.
At the Austin NC, the thin-lipped Jacobins of the Progressive
Labor Party and the thin-lipped Jacobins of the National Collec
tive (soon to be renamed the Revolutionary Youth Movement)
engaged in a struggle for control of SDS. The struggle took the
form of debates surrounding resolutions and position papers
presented by the combatant sides: it was tacitly recognized that
whichever sect’s resolutions were victorious by majority rule
vote . . . that sect would win the battle . . . and proceed to
enlarge and escalate its control over the organization. On and
on it went, great reams of incomprehensible sophistry, the endless
drone of imaginationless rhetoric, huge hunks of archaic language
lifted from the more tawdry moments of Lenin’s journalistic
vituperation, big ulcerating sores upon the intellect (stinking like
the pus that fills them), a metaphysical nightmare invoked by the
£ ‘and dw>ty Shamans of
ba'bbfc.
a constant prattle, chant following chant, slogan after slogan.
Finally, the rigid oxen of the Progressive Labor Party were
outdone by the fleshless faces of the National Collective. I he
National Collective had learned a new trick. Previously identified
as New Leninists, they suddenly discovered that they could outquote Stalin to the Maoists. The Maoists, being bulky, and
strangers to spontaneity, as sexless as a nun. dissolved in cries
of paranoia: whimpering, muttering, threatening. The rigged
assembly voted. The Toughs had lost. The Toughs had won.
The National Collective emerged victorious. The Austin NC
was the rock that shattered SDS: the Convention was only a
priestly epilogue. The damage already had been done.
As an incidental ploy in their push for power, the National
Collective also presented a resolution calling for total support
to Ho Chi Minh (something like the pious obedience and un-

questioning worship that is due an Oriental Emperor): this was
interpreted as a blatant attack against the Anarchists, MarxistHumanists, and other libertarian socialists, an attempt to exclude
them from the organization, an attempt to prevent them from
fighting the idiocy of power games. After the Austin NC, I was
casually removed from all SDS mailing lists: I no longer received
New Left Notes, etc. My continuous objections to the National
Office met with no reply. I soon discovered that this was not a
localized phenomenon: selectively, many Anarchists around the
country had also been victimized. Repeatedly the national
membership of SDS was warned by Movement publications to
beware of the Anarchists: they were told that we are entering a
stage of history (obviously revealed by the fluctuations of the
stars) when the Anarchists will have great influence. They were
told that the Anarchists are ‘dangerous’ and must be fought and
destroyed.

Anarchist Conference
Some time before the SDS Convention, the Solidarity Bookshop
group (in Chicago) wrote to me (among many others) trying to
find out if there could be any kind of consensus as to holding an
informal Anarchist Conference in the same city and at the same
time as the SDS Convention. Everyone who knew about it was
excited for two reasons, it was thought necessary and desirable
that we clarify our position, and there was the possibility that
we could implode a libertarian perspective into the Convention.
Preparations were made to inform all the Anarchists on our
mailing lists ... as soon as we could. There were just two tiny
problems: no one knew where the Convention would be, and
no one knew when it would be.
The National Office was required to convene a general Con
vention during the Summer. It was also required to hold the

Convention somewhere in the Midwest. The National Office
delayed and hesitated and complained: an appeal was sent out
I
to the local chapters asking them to find the needed
The National Office bragged that the Convention had been for
bidden in over a hundred locations. The Mass Media, in hysteria,
frothing with the excitement of a situation that had been pushed
beyond the point of no return, whining in compulsive terror, a
dreadful electric staccato of Calvinist obsessions, pontificated that
the Convention had been forbidden in over five hundred cities.
The parties of the Right, we were told by the National Office, had
played out the Establishment into preventing the Convention.
In Minneapolis, in the meantime, Doctor Moos, president of
the University, banned the Convention: the leadership of the
local SDS chapter, after consulting a lawyer and moaning about
civil liberties for a week, let the matter drop. I was amazed:
Minnesota, unique among the many states, has a long history of
social democracy, protection of dissent, rule by the Farmer-Labor
Party, and concern for civil liberties. This, of course, is no big
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thing: usually, all the words are changed, the things remain the and vindictive. At this point, the Maoists would reoccupy the
same. Usually, the Corporate Liberals of Minnesota create the platform and begin again to shout out their mechanical slogans
appropriate plan of pre-emptive co-optation in each new emer at the exhausted assembly. This solemn ceremony was repeated
gency . . . and teach it to the national politicians. The national and repeated for three days. Occasional attempts by the Anarchists,
politicians, in turn, regularly allow the parties of the Right to a small group of Marxist-Humanists, the delegates of the
take their vengeance on Minnesota by preventing the regional Independent Socialist Clubs, and a caucus of revolutionary
Establishment from following the humanistic letter of its own socialists from the University of Chicago to introduce rationality
benevolently despotic plans: a sort of cosmic backlash. This, of into the Convention, were overwhelmingly drowned by blood
• Y>
of ‘Anti-Communism’.
course, is no big thing for revolutionaries; however, it does mean curdling cries
that our point of confrontation with the Establishment in Minne
Finally, the self-proclaimed' Revolutionary Youth Movement
sota is almost never on an issue of the right to organize (as it
brought representatives from the Black Panther Party to the
usually is everywhere else).
platform. The Black Panthers denounced the Maoists. The
I was certain that if a crisis was made of the situation: Doctor Black Panthers said that the Maoists are racists. The Black
Moos would easily relent. Inquiries were made to the Minne Panthers said that the Maoists ought to be expelled from SDS.
apolis chapter, and even Duluth suggested as an alternate location. Several nasty blacks (FBI agents: obviously) suggested that the
We were simply told: the matter has already been taken care of. Black Panthers had been manipulated by RYM who were only
I soon discovered, however, that this was not a parochial trying to get at their enemies. These nasty blacks suggested that
phenomenon: many Anarchists around the country informed me RYM were guilty of racist paternalism. The evidence is not
that the same wishy-washy approach had been made to holding completely clear, however, as the Black Panthers also seemed to
the Convention in their areas. But we put the matter completely have manipulated RYM so that they could get at their own
out of mind: rumours were in general circulation that the Con enemies. At this point, the Convention was dissolved into
vention had been postponed until later in the Summer. Several separate meetings for a day. The next day, after the restoration
Anarchists who had been chosen as official delegates to the of the general assembly, RYM, having clarified their strategy,
Convention were so certain of this delay that they wandered off proceeded to denounce PL as racists and expel them from SDS.
to California to enjoy themselves while they were waiting.
Then, a masterly bit of modern Machiavellian cunning, RYM
dissolved the session and abandoned the building in procession:
since they alone controlled the apostolic succession of the leader
ship of SDS, only those who followed them out continued
to be part of SDS.
Suddenly, one night, on going down to watch Waller Cronkite s
The dull oxen of PL, however, continued to hold their own
news programme on the television, 1 was told that the first day
of the Convention had been concluded. I went into a total rage controlled Convention in the same building: they voted on reso
for the rest of the week: much of the far-Left had been excluded lutions for SDS, they elected national officers for SDS, they
again. On the second day of the Convention, I received a letter made future plans for SDS. They had been outwitted, but they
from the Solidarity Bookshop group informing me that they had would show RYM. they would have their own SDS. In the
just found out about the Convention: that it had been suddenly meantime, RYM reconvened their own controlled Convention in
called for Chicago during the following week. Their letter, another building: they voted on resolutions for SDS, they elected
although sent by air mail, had taken longer than a week to reach national officers for SDS, they made future plans for SDS. They
me: on the same day, I received a letter from Florida that had felt very smug in the justification of their apostolic succession,
been mailed by regular postage
•;•.
just two days before. Needless the bourgeois forces of Law and Order had awarded them legal
to say, much of the far-Left had been excluded again: the only title to the equipment, money, etc., of the National Office. They
Anarchists that got to the Convention were those already in had outwitted the Maoists, but the power-lust of the fleshless
Chicago, a New York group, and a few isolated delegates. faces of RYM was not satisfied: they had to eliminate the uncon
Despite this miserable showing, several Movement publications trollable elements. One of their resolutions, newly-made for
seemed to be openly titillated that the Anarchists were capable SDS, declares that all members of SDS must support the ‘revo
of convening an independent oppositionist caucus in the Wobblie lutionary’ Governments of Vietnam, Cuba, China, and Albania.
Hall. Unfortunately, it wasn’t enough to implode a libertarian (Can you guess who gets eliminated by that one?) Another
perspective into the Convention, it wasn’t enough to prevent the resolution declares that all opponents (i.e., someone who is guilty
authoritarian chaos of the Convention, it wasn’t enough to prevent of criticism) of SDS are Anti-Communists: both outside the
organization and within it. This is nothing more than the
the wreckage that followed.
strategy of Joe McCarthy turned inside out: RYM identify them
The Convention, I am told, was like a plastic hallucination of selves as Communists, and then say that anyone who criticizes
totalitarianism by the Living Theatre, a spatial whirlwind of them must be an Anti-Communist; a Communist, after all, would
dreams and deceit and ritualized illusions and personal anguish, never think of criticizing them: obviously. This resolution also
a jumble of passionate pretence and screaming people and declares that ‘Anti-Communists’ must be fought ‘by any means
prurient gnawing frustrations, a fantastic fragmentation of time necessary’.
falling back upon itself and on the pale tomb of Stalin, strange
people in strange apparel that would move and flare and carry
Perhaps it is worth mentioning at this point that a sombre
with them a dull but leering glare in the eyes: there was a young flock of youthful members of the CP (the young Old Stalinists)
man with very thin arms and an angular face and long slender were present during the agonizing farce of the Convention: they
fingers, his flesh was white as the leprous moon; he was rhyth were very colourless and grey and quiet and huge, they didn’t seem
mically beating the air and chanting the name of Ho Chi Minh. to understand what was happening, they were severely silent.
Naturally: when it was all over, they supported the winner.
Perhaps it is worth mentioning that the SWP (the Socialist
Workers Party: the old and young Old Trotskyists) were not
present during the Convention: despite the fact that previously in
At the Convention, the liturgy of exclusionism went on and on the year they had agreed to enter the Coalition of SDS and play
for three days: first, one side would clumsily grab the initiative games of power with PL and RYM; they were afraid of burning
and. forcibly occupying the platform, shout out ferocious and their fingers, however, and quickly got the hell out of it. Natur
mechanicalslogans at the exhausted assembly. Then,
the masses ally: when it was all over, they still didn’t understand what had
of thefaithful, as if by cue.would collectively rise and reveal happened. Perhaps it is also worth mentioning that there were
little red prayer books
•;•<
that they would frantically shake in the a few libertarians who were critical of PL but not equally critical
air while calling on the divine Mao Tse-tung to miraculously of RYM: personally, 1 have no desire to play the part of Zhelesintervene in the proceedings. The Maoists, it seems, were sharp niakov to some new Lenin, I think it worth remembering that
and spiteful at the shame they had suffered in Austin: with in revolutionary activity: those who are fooled, are beaten. The
vengeance, they had packed the Convention. The other side, not Anarchists are very seldom fooled; and, since we do not play
to be outdone, would viciously seize the platform and scream out games of power, there is only one way to beat us, there is only
incomprehensible and hideous slogans at the exhausted assembly. one way to eliminate the grass-roots influence that we may have:
Then, the masses of the faithful, as if by cue, would frantically by killing us. In America, with the struggles of the Movement
rise and shake their fists in the air while calling on the eternally for Revolution and a new society, and the emergence of a New
divine Ho Chi Minh to miraculously intervene and bring racism Stalinism, J think that we have been brought down to it again:
to an end. The New Stalinists, it seems, were sharp and spiteful either we fight or we die.

Far-Left Excluded

Session Dissolved
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I accuse the Revolutionary Youth Movement and the Progres
sive Labor Party of crimes against the Movement: for the sake
of petty power, they have endangered the spontaneity and driving
impulsiveness of the Movement; for the sake of controlling the
situation, they have threatened to hack the Movement into a
thousand squabbling splinters; for the sake of subjectivist abstrac
tions, they have resurrected the grim and murderous pallor of
Stalin; for the sake of their own illusions of glory, they have
piously plodded on with a puritanical attempt to restructure an
authoritarian vision of the past rather than deliriously plunge
into a patternless attempt to crisply build a new society, a
liberatory society. I accuse the Progressive Labor Party and the
Revolutionary Youth Movement of adopting the tactics of thugs:
they have taken to sending gangs of brutal sadists to barbarously
•I*
pound
the shit and the sweat and the blood out of anyone who
has grievously committed the mortal sin of openly criticizing them
. . . however mildly. I accuse the Revolutionary Youth Move
ment and the Progressive Labor Party of proposing a vision of
revolutionary society that is repulsive to any person of sensibility:
a dreary, colourless, oppressive, sexless, rigid, passive, thick,
hierarchical Calvinist Paradise. I accuse the Progressive Labor
Party and the Revolutionary Youth Movement of inaction: if
they cannot control an insurrection, they will not take part in it,
they will even oppose
•!•
it; throughout the past year, every major
incident of political importance committed by the Movement
has been brought about entirely by local initiative . . . and in
spite of the abstractionizers. I accuse the Revolutionary Youth
Movement and the Progressive Labor Party of being crude imita
tions of the Capitalist Establishment: a hollow Totalism, the
childish incantations of a victimized proto-bureaucracy, the
envious whimperings of a prospective military-industrial com
plex: the one becomes the other.
Is there any possibility
of rescuing our revolutionary potential
•It
out of the wreckage of SDS? I certainly hope so. There are
already several indications of activity in that direction: at the
Convention; a group of Anarchists from New York established
a Radical Decentralization Project as a means of ignoring the
Stalinist-motivated fissure and making a direct appeal to the mass
membership of SDS. Since most of the grass-roots members of
SDS are not Leninist ideologues, and since most of them are
free-wheeling in approach if not consciously anti-atrophy, it is
highly probable that the schismatic Stalinists will be confronted
by more of a swelling opposition on the Left than they had
bargained for. Also: another group of libertarians has proposed
the formation of a third SDS as rival to the two authoritarian

alternatives. However: 1 am very sceptical that much will come
of a single approach. Many Anarchists and Marxist-Humanists
have already burned their SDS-membership cards in rage. In
one sense, though, the disintegration of SDS will be a productive
development: it has finally forced the far-Left to take independent
action in pushing for the Revolution. The Radical Libertarian
Alliance has recently been formed; it is a loosely confederated
network of Stirnerite groups and individuals. The AnarchoCommunists and Anarcho-Syndicalists are also pushing their
points of view in a fresh reconsideration: by action. The
Resistance, previously organized around the country on a single
issue (i.e., anti-conscription activity) basis, has recently abandoned
the single-issue approach in favour of working out a general
strategy of anti-imperialism (with Anarcho-Syndicalism the pro
fessed objective of a large and loud segment of the Resistance)
and resistance to all aspects of authoritarianism.
Luckily, the Revolution does not depend on the survival of
any single organization like SDS: even though some people find
such an organization to be desirable and very comfortable, urging
everyone into the grasping-greedy arms of Holy Mother Organi
zation. Revolutions, however, have a spiteful habit of refusing
to follow the most perfect of human timetables: they are always
popping out at times and places where they are least expected,
and never appearing where we hope the hardest. The Revolution
in America is no longer a matter of partisan invective: it is,
growingly, a fact. The Revolution in America is no longer the
private property of a few elitist intellectuals: it belongs to every
one. The Revolution in America is no longer a matter of petty
manipulations by some Vanguard Party: the Revolution is being
made by masses of the people in motion: preparing to pull down
the Government and Monopoly Capitalism . . . and build a new
society. The New Stalinists will not prevail. The collapse of
SDS is almost irrelevant. The masses in motion are the
Revolution.
We are struggling for Anarchy. As a prerequisite for such a
new socio-economic order, we must have massive redistribution
of wealth on the basis of need, production for use, and control
of the socio-economic process by direct democracy. At the same
time, the collectivization of the economy must allow us to create
a decentralized socio-political
•It
environment in which we are free
to develop autonomous communities on the bases of cultural
diversity, the ability to initiate activity, and the principle of
federationalism. Socio-economic liberation must extend and com
plement personal liberation; individual aspirations and collective
needs must coincide only by mutual agreement. We are struggling
for a classless society. We are struggling for liberty and socialist
humanism. We are struggling for Anarchy.
James W. Cain.

OCIAL REVOLUTIONS arc not ‘made’ by ‘parties’, groups,
or cadres; they occur as a result of deep-seated historic
forces and contradictions that activate large sections of the
population.
They occur not merely (as Trotsky argued) because
•it
the ‘masses’ find the existing society intolerable, but also
because of the tension between the actual and the possible,
between ‘what is' and ‘what could be’. Abject misery alone docs
not produce revolutions; more often than not, it produces an
aimless demoralization, or worse, a private, personalized struggle
to survive.
The Russian Revolution of 1917 weighs on the brain of the
living like a nightmare because it was largely a project of
‘intolerable conditions’, of a devastating imperialistic war. What
ever dreams it had were pulverized by an even bloodier civil
war, by famine, and by treachery. What emerged from the
revolution were the ruins not of an old society but of whatever
hopes existed to achieve a new one. The Russian Revolution
failed miserably; it replaced Tsarism by state capitalism. The
Bolsheviks were the tragic victims of their ideology and paid
with their lives in great numbers during the purges of the Thirties.
To attempt to acquire any unique wisdom from this scarcity revolu
tion is ridiculous. What we can learn from the revolutions of the
past is what all revolutions have in common and their profound
limitations compared with the enormous possibilities that arc

now open to us.
The most striking feature of the past revolutions is that they
began spontaneously. Whether one chooses to examine the
opening phases of the French Revolution of 1789, the revolutions
of 1848, the Paris Commune, the 1905 revolution in Russia,
the overthrow of the Tsar in 1917, the Hungarian Revolution
of 1956, the French general strike of 1968, the opening stages
are generally the same: a period of ferment that explodes
spontaneously into a mass upsurge. Whether the upsurge is
successful or not depends on its resoluteness and on whether
the State can effectively exercise its armed power—that is, on
whether the troops go over to the people.
The ‘glorious party’, when there is one, almost invariably
lags behind the events. In February, 1917, the Petrograd organi
zation of the Bolsheviks opposed the calling of strikes precisely
on the eve of the revolution which was destined to overthrow
the Tsar. Fortunately, the workers ignored the Bolshevik
directives’ and went on strike anyway. In the events which
followed, no one was more surprised by the revolution than
the ‘revolutionary’ parties, including the Bolsheviks. As the
Bolshevik leader Kayurov recalled: ‘Absolutely no guiding
initiatives from the party were felt ... the Petrograd committee
had been arrested and the representative from the Central Com
mittee, Comrade Shliapnikov, was unable to give any directives
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for the coming day.’ Perhaps this was fortunate: before the
Petrograd committee was arrested, its evaluation of the situation
and its role were so dismal that, had the workers followed its
guidance, it is doubtful if the revolution would have occurred
when it did.
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France 1968

The same kind of stories could be told of the upsurges which
preceded 1917 and those which followed. To cite only the
most recent: the student uprising and general strike in France
during May-June, 1968. There is a convenient tendency to forget
that close to a dozen ‘tightly centralized' Bolshevik-type or
ganizations existed in Paris at this time. It is rarely mentioned
that virtually every one of these 'vanguard' groups were disdainful
of the student uprising up to May 7, when the street fighting
broke out in earnest. The Trotskyist JCR was a notable exception
—and it merely coasted along, essentially following the initiatives
of the March 22 Movement.’ Up to May 7, all the Maoist
groups criticized the student uprising as peripheral and unim
portant; the Trotskyist FER regarded it as ‘adventuristic’ and
tried to get the students to leave the barricades on May 10; the
Communist Party, of course, played a completely treacherous
role. Far from leading the popular movement, they were its
captives throughout. Ironically, most of these Bolshevik groups
were to manipulate shamelessly in the Sorbonne student assembly
in an effort to ‘control’ it, introducing a disruptive atmosphere
that demoralized the entire body. Finally, to complete the
irony, all of these Bolshevik groups were to babble about the
need for ‘centralized leadership’ when the popular movement
collapsed—a movement that occurred despite their directives and
often in opposition to them.
Revolutions and uprisings worthy of any note not only have
an initial phase that is magnificently anarchic but also tend
spontaneously to create their own forms of revolutionary self
management. The Parisian sections of 1793-94 were the most
remarkable forms of self-management to be created by any of
the social revolutions in history.! A more familiar form were
the councils or ‘soviets’r
, which the Petrograd workers established
in 1905. .Although less democratic than the sections, the council
form was to reappear in a number of revolutions of later
years. Still another form of revolutionary self-management
were the factory committees which the anarchists established in
the Spanish Revolution of 1936. Finally, the sections reappeared
as student assemblies and action committees in the May-June

uprising and general strike in Paris a year ago.
We must ask, at this point, what role the ‘revolutionary* party
plays in all of these developments. In the beginning, as we
have seen, it tends to have an inhibitory function, not a
‘vanguard' role. Where it exercises influence, it tends to slow
down the flow of events, not ‘co-ordinate' the revolutionary
forces. This is not accidental. The party is structured along
hierarchical lines that reflect the very society it professes to
oppose. Despite its theoretical pretensions, it is a bourgeois
organism, a miniature State, with an apparatus and a cadre,
whose function is to seize power, not dissolve power. Rooted
in the pre-revolutionary period, it assimilates all the forms,
techniques, and mentality of a bureaucracy. Its membership is
schooled in obedience, in the preconceptions of a rigid dogma,
and taught to revere the ‘leadership’. The party s leadership,
in turn, is schooled in habits born of command, authority,
manipulation, and egomania. This situation is worsened when
the party participates in parliamentary elections. Owing to the
exigencies of election campaigns, the party now models itself
completely on existing bourgeois forms and even acquires the
paraphernalia of the electoral party. The situation assumes
truly crucial proportions when the party acquires large presses,
costly headquarters, and a large inventory of centrally controlled
periodicals, and develops a paid ‘apparatus in short, a bureau
cracy with vested material interests.

The Hierarchy of Gommand
*
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•The March 22 Movement functioned as a catalytic agent in
__ ’; it
the events, not as a leadership. It did .not ‘command
instigated, leaving a free play to the events. This free play
which allowed the students to push ahead on their own
momentum was indispensable to the dialectic of the uprising,
for without it there would have been no barricades on May 10,
which in turn triggered off the general strike of the workers.
+It is unfortunate that so little has been written about the Parisian
sections in English. The sections were neighbourhood asso
ciations based on face-to-face democracy, not on representation.
These extraordinary bodies not only provided the real momentum
of the Great French Revolution but they undertook the admini•It
tration of the entire city. They policed
their own neighbour
•It
hoods, elected their own revolutionary tribunals, were responsible
for the distribution of foodstuffs, provided public aid for the
poor, and contributed to the maintenance of the National
Guard. It must be borne in mind that this complex of
extremely important activities was undertaken not by professional
bureaucrats, but for the most part by ordinary shopkeepers,
workers, and craftsmen. The bulk of sectional responsibilities
were discharged after working hours, during the leisure time
of the section members. The popular
•It
assemblies of the sections
usually met during the evenings in neighbourhood churches
which had been expropriated for their use and were open to
all citizens, without property qualifications after the summer
of 1792. In periods of emergency, assembly meetings were held
daily; normally, they could be called at the request of fifty
members. Most administrative responsibilities were discharged
by committees, but the popular assemblies established all the
policies
*»f the committees, reviewed and passed on their work,
•It
and replaced section officers at will. It is not too difficult to
surmise why these sections have received very little attention
by Marxist theoreticians; they were much too ‘anarchic’ to
please
pontiffs of the ‘Left’.
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As the parly expands, the distance between the leadership
and the ranks invariably increases. Its leaders not only become
•personages’, but they lose contact with the living situation below.
The local groups, which know their own immediate situation
better than any remote leader, are obliged to subordinate their
insights to directives from above, lhe leadership, lacking any
direct knowledge of local problems, responds sluggishly and
prudently. Although it stakes out a claim to the ‘larger view’,
to greater ‘theoretical competence', the competence of the leadership tends to diminish the higher one ascends the hierarchy
of command. The more one approaches the level where the real
decisions are made, the more conservative is the nature of the
decision-making process, the more bureaucratic and extraneous
are the factors which come into play, the more considerations
of prestige and retrenchment supplant creativity, imagination,
and a disinterested dedication to revolutionary goals.

lutionary point of view the more it seeks efficiency in hierarchy,
cadres, and centralization. Although everyone marches in step,
the orders are usually wrong, especially when events begin to
move rapidly and take
unexpected' turns—25 they d° *n
‘
revolutions, The party is efficient in only one respect: in
moulding society in its own hierarchical image if the revolution
is successful. It creates bureaucracy, centralization, and the
State. It fosters the very social conditions which justify this
kind of society. Hence instead of ‘withering away’, the State
controlled by the ‘glorious party’ preserves the very conditions
which ‘necessitate the existence of a State—and a party to
‘guard it’.
On the other hand, this kind of party is extremely vulnerable
in periods of repression. The bourgeoisie has only to grab its
leadership to virtually destroy the entire movement. With its
leaders in prison or in hiding, the party becomes paralyzed;
the obedient membership has no one to obey and lends to
flounder. Demoralization sets in rapidly. The party decomposes
not only because of its repressive atmosphere but also because
of its poverty of inner resources.
The foregoing account is not a scries of hypothetical inferences;
it is a composite sketch of all the mass Marxian parties of the
past century—the Social Democrats, the Communists, and the
Trotskyist party of Ceylon, the only mass party of its kind.
To claim that these parties ceased to take their Marxian principles
seriously merely conceals another question: why did this happen
in the first place? The fact is that these parties were co-opted
into bourgeois society because they were structured along bourgeois
lines. The germ of treachery existed in them from birth.
The Bolshevik Party was spared this fate between 1904 and
1917 for only one reason: it was an illegal organization
during most of the years leading up to the revolution. The
party was continually being shattered and reconstituted, with
the result that until it took power it never really hardened into

a fully centralized, bureaucratic, hierarchical machine. More
over, it was riddled by faction. This intense factional atmosphere
persisted throughout 1917 into the civil war, nevertheless the
Bolshevik leadership was ordinarily extremely conservative, a
trait that Lenin had to fight throughout 1917—first, in his
efforts to reorient the Central Committee against the Provisional
Government (the famous conflict over the ‘April Theses’), later
in driving this body into insurrection in October. In both cases,
he threatened to resign from the Central Committee and bring
his views to ‘the lower ranks of the party’.

Factional Disputes
In 1918, factional disputes became so serious over the issue
of the Brest-Litovsk Treaty that the Bolsheviks nearly split into
two warring Communist parties. Oppositional Bolshevik groups
like the Democratic Centralists and the Workers’ Opposition
waged bitter struggles within the party throughout 1919 and
1920, not to speak of oppositional movements that developed
within the Red Army over Trotsky’s propensity for centralization.
The complete centralization of the Bolshevik Party—the achieve
ment of ‘Leninist unity’, as it was to be called later—did not
occur until 1921, when Lenin succeeded in persuading the Tenth
Party Congress to ban factions. By this time, most of the
White Guards had been crushed and the foreign interventionists
had withdrawn their t;oops from Russia.
It cannot be stressed too strongly that the Bolsheviks tended
to centralize their party to the degree that they became isolated
from the working class. This relationship has rarely been
investigated in latter-day Leninist circles, although Lenin was
honest enough to admit it. The Russian Revolution is not
merely the story of the Bolshevik Party and its supporters.
Beneath the veneer of official events described by Soviet
historians there was another, more basic development—the
spontaneous movement of the workers and revolutionary peasants,
which later clashed sharply with the bureaucratic policies of
the Bolsheviks. With the overthrow of the Tsar in February, 1917,
workers in virtually all the factories of Russia spontaneously
•It
established‘factory committees, staking out an increasing claim
in industrial operations. In June, 1917, an all-Russian Con
ference of Factory Committees was held in Petrograd which
called for the ‘organization of thorough control by labour over
production and distribution’. The demands of this Conference
are rarely mentioned in Leninist accounts of the Russian Revo
lution, despite the fact that the Conference aligned itself with
the Bolsheviks. Trotsky, who describes the factory committees
as ‘the most direct and indubitable representation of the proletariat
The result is that the partyin become
lesscountry
efficient
fromwith
a revo
 peripherally in his massive,
the whole
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them
three-volume history of the revolution. Yet so important were
these spontaneous organisms of self-management that Lenin,
despairing of winning the soviets in the summer of 1917, was
prepared to jettison the slogan ‘All Power to the Soviets’ for
‘All Power to the Factory Committees’. This demand would
have catapulted the Bolsheviks into a completely anarchosyndicalist position, although it is doubtful that they would
have remained there very long.

An End to Workers’ Control
With the October Revolution, all the factory committees seized
control of the plants, ousting the bourgeoisie and completely
taking control of industrial operations. In accepting the concept
of workers’ control, Lenin’s famous decree of November 14, 1917,
merely acknowledged an accomplished fact; the Bolsheviks dared
not oppose the workers at this early date. But they began
to whittle down the power of the factory committees. In
January, 1918, a scant two months after ‘decreeing’ workers’
control, the Bolsheviks shifted the administration of the factories
from the committees to the bureaucratic trade unions. The
story that the Bolsheviks ‘patiently’ experimented with workers’
control, only to find it ‘inefficient' and ‘chaotic’, is a myth. Their
‘patience’ did not last more than a few weeks. Not only did
they end direct workers’ control within a matter of weeks after
the decree of November 14, but even union control came to
an end shortly after it had been established. By the spring of
1918, virtually all Russian industry was placed under bourgeois
forms of management. As Lenin put it, the ‘revolution demands
. . . precisely in the interests of socialism that the masses
unquestionably obey the single will of the leaders of lhe labour
process’. Workers’ control was denounced not only as ‘inefficient’,

‘chaotic’, and ‘impractical’, but as 'petty bourgeois’!
The Left Communist Osinsky bitterly denounced all of these
spurious claims and warned the party: ‘Socialism and socialist
organization must be set up by the proletariat itself, or they
will not be set up at all; something else will be set up—state
capitalism.’ In the ‘interests of socialism’, the Bolshevik Party
elbowed the proletariat out of every domain it had conquered
by its own efforts and initiative. The party did not co-ordinate
the revolution or even lead it; it dominated it. First, workers’
control, later union control, was replaced by an elaborate
hierarchy, as monstrous as any structure that existed in pre
revolutionary times. As later years were to demonstrate, Osinsky’s
prophecy became bitter reality with a vengeance.
The problem of ‘who is to prevail’—the Bolsheviks or the
Russian ‘masses’—was by no means limited to the factories.
The issue reappeared in the countryside as well as the cities.
A sweeping peasant war had buoyed up the movement of the
workers. Contrary to official Leninist accounts, the agrarian
upsurge was by no means limited to a redistribution of the land
into private plots. In the Ukraine, peasants influenced by the
anarchist militias of Nestor Makhno established a multitude
of rural communes, guided by the Communist maxim: ‘From
each according to his ability; to each according to his needs.’
Elsewhere, in the north and in Soviet Asia, several thousand
of these organisms were established partly on the initiative of
the Left Social Revolutionaries and in large measure as a result
of traditional collectivist impulses which stemmed from the
Russian village, the mir. It matters little whether these communes
were numerous or embraced large numbers of peasants; the
point is that they were authentic popular organisms, the nuclei of a
moral and social spirit that ranged far above the dehumanizing
values of bourgeois society.
The Bolsheviks frowned upon these organisms from the very
beginning and eventually condemned them. To Lenin, the
preferre’d, the more ‘socialist’ form or agricultural enterprise
was represented by the State Farm: literally, an agricultural
factory in which the State owned the land and farming equip
ment, appointing managers who hired peasants on a wage basis.
One sees in these attitudes toward workers’ control and agri
cultural communes the essentially bourgeois spirit and mentality
that permeated the Bolshevik Party—a spirit and mentality that
emanated not only from its theories, but from its corporate
•It
mode of organization. In December, 1918, Lenin launched an
attack against the communes on the pretext that peasants were
being ‘forced’ to enter them. Actually, little if any coercion
was used to organize these communistic forms of self-management.
As Robert G. Wesson, who studied the Soviet communes in
detail, concludes: ‘Those who went into communes must have
done so largely of their own volition.’ The communes were
not suppressed but their growth was discouraged until Stalin
merged the entire devolpment in the forced collectivization
drives of the late ’Twenties and early ‘Thirties.
By 1920, the Bolsheviks had isolated themselves from the
Russian working class and peasantry. The elimination of workers’
control, the suppression of the Makhnovtsy, the restrictive political
•It
atmosphere in the country, the inflated bureaucracy, the crushing
material poverty inherited from the civil war years—all, taken
together, generated a deep hostility toward Bolshevik rule.
With the end of hostilities, a new movement surged up from
the depths of Russian society for a ‘Third Revolution'—not a
restoration of the past, but a deep-felt desire to realize the
very goals of freedom, economic as well as political,
that had
•It
rallied the ‘masses’ around the Bolshevik programme of 1917.
The new movement found its most conscious form in the
Petrograd proletariat and the Kronstadt sailors. It also found
expression in the party: the growth of anti-centralist and anarchosyndicalist tendencies among the Bolsheviks reached a point where
a bloc of oppositional groups, oriented toward these issues,
gained 124 seats at a Moscow provincial conference as against
154 for supporters of the Central Committee.

The Kronstadt Revolt
On March 2, 1921, the ‘Red sailors’ of Kronstadt rose in
open rebellion, raising the banner of a ‘Third Revolution of
the toilers’. The Kronstadt programme centred around demands
for free elections to the soviets, freedom of speech and press
for the anarchists and Left Socialist parties, free trade unions,
and the liberation of all prisoners who belonged to Socialist
parties. The most shameless stories were fabricated by the
Bolsheviks to account for this uprising, which in later years
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